
Premise: A team of participants representing diverse stakeholder perspectives has 
been assembled and asked to reach consensus on potential causality within a 
given, large dataset.

My Contention: Using a nonparametric (robust) and mostly unsupervised 
“statistical thinking” strategy, like the one described here, can be key in assuring 
that findings will be objective and “fair” (even-handed.)

Assumption: In order to be both big and truly realistic (representative), the 
dataset to be analyzed probably is observational …with all of the potential biases 
and uncertainties typical of such data.

My published material on “Fair” Treatment Comparisons (FTCs) in OCER 
(Observational Comparative Effectiveness Research) covers only the case where 
two alternative treatments for a single disease or medical condition are to be g
compared either on effectiveness or on cost. In this talk, we first review published 
materials on theoretical FTC estimands and corresponding unsupervised, 
nonparametric estimators, then we discuss natural generalizations of basic 
concepts from binary treatment choices to analyses of continuous exposure 
levels. Both types of analysis are illustrated using a single dataset amassed from 
published government statistics for 2,881 US counties that encompass measures of 
indoor Radon level lung cancer mortality and three X confounder measures (%indoor Radon level, lung cancer mortality and three X-confounder measures (% 
elderly , % current smokers and % obese.) Surprisingly, perhaps, these data show 
that lung cancer mortality tends to be lower in counties where prevalent indoor 
Radon levels are higher ...with mortality heterogeneity directly predictable from (i.e. 
moderated / mediated by) the three X-confounding factors.
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Stan Young: 1) Proposed the generalization of LC from (LTDs from Binary 
Treatment choices) to (within-cluster Outcome Regressions on a single, Continuous 
Exposure measure).

2) Presented a series of Talks that encouraged Goran Krstic to contact 
him and provide the < Radon & Lung Cancer Mortality data > he had amassed.

Goran Krstic: Member of groups of Canadian researchers reviewing/studying RadonGoran Krstic: Member of groups of Canadian researchers reviewing/studying Radon 
Regualatory standards around the world.  RPBio ==> Registered Professional 
Biologist

Because Radon is Ionizing Radiation know to have seriously bad effects at high
exposure levels, Consensus Teams must represent at least two diametrically 
opposed Perspectives:opposed Perspectives:

[1] “Fear of Radiation” including that from accidents in Nuclear Power generation, 
support of the “Linear No Threshold” (LNT) Hypothesis, and support of current EPA 
Dogma (ALARA – As Low As Reasonably Achievable) and strict Regulation 
(Mitigation required when Radon > 4 pCi/L.)

[2] S t f th “S i tifi / Obj ti I f ti b d” iti th t h[2] Support of the “Scientific / Objective Information based” position that has 
developed over the last ~30 years, belief that typical “low” levels of radiation can be 
beneficial, that radiation reduction to zero is unnecessary, and even that Radon 
levels as high as 8 pCi/L may be “optimal” (hormesis.)  
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All values plotted here are unadjusted for key “confounders”: age, smoking habits or 
b it W ill th t ll 3 “ ff t d t / di t ”obesity. We will see that all 3 are “effect moderators/mediators.”

In this graphic (and all unadjusted analyses), high Radon levels are generally 
associated with lower Lung Cancer Mortality.

Black fitted line is the Ordinary Least Squares fit, while the Green curve is a JMP
software Smoothing Spline (lambda = 5.)

C / ( ) OThe cut-point at Radon = 2.6 pCi/L (i.e. Ln[Rn] = 0.9555) is used here ONLY to color 
counties, Red (High Radon) or Blue (Low Radon), when illustrating LC “Binary 
Treatment” calculations of Local Treatment Differences (LTDs).

All Indoor Radon levels are reported in this dataset to only 1 place after the decimal 
(nearest 0.1 pCi/L.)

Natural Log of Radon level is use on the horizontal axis here to emphasize (showNatural Log of Radon level is use on the horizontal axis here to emphasize (show 
more detail) in the left-hand tail of the exposure variable.  

Indoor Radon level 1.0 pCi/L corresponds to Ln[Rn] = 0.0 above.  Indoor Radon 
level 2.71828… pCi/L is Ln[Rn] = 1.0 above.

The US EPA’s current guideline for requiring Radon mitigation is 4 pCi/L …which is 
Ln[Rn] = 1.386 above.
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This slide outlines the Four Phases of analysis within each full cycle of application 
of Local Control Strategy. 

Each phase has a relatively esoteric Name and involves application of diverse 
analytic tactics and concepts.

Three Primary LC Parameter “Settings”:

(a) Number of clusters = blocks of experimental units in X-space,

(b) Number and selection of X confounders used in covariate adjustment and(b) Number and selection of X-confounders used in covariate adjustment, and

(c) Choice of experimental unit dissimilarity X-metric and aggregation algorithm.

NOTE: This slide could be used as a list of Learning Objectives for a training 
workshop on LC Strategy.p gy
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For example, divide the 2,881 US counties into [1] 50 subgroups using [2] the “Fast 
Ward” method of “Complete Linkage Clustering” using JMP software on [3] the 
centered/rescaled versions of Three main X-confounder characteristics (Age 
over 65 %, Obesity % and Current Smoker %) .

“Clustering” of experimental units in X-space tends to be a Low-Dimensional 
concept …i.e. Attempts with “many” X-confounders can be frustrated by the Curse 
of (high) Dimensionality. Especially in situations where subject matter experts 
have only weak prior opinions about which X-confounders are “important,” choice of 
X-confounders to actually use in micro-Aggregation of experimental units is 
determined by findings in the LC 3rd Phase: Explore search (Sensitivity 
Analyses). 

Which US Counties are Geographic “Nearest Neighbors” is highly unlikely to be 
systematically important. Team members need to focus on whatever X-confounders 
ultimately prove to be most universally important in clearly objective senses.
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More Robust LTD-like estimands and estimators could be provided by, say, LOCAL 
(within Cluster) Hodges-Lehmann-Sen “Median of Differences.”

In terms of what is actually KNOWN (given information) about patient pretreatment 
X-characteristics, LTD(X within C) always tends to make “fair” comparison …of 
APPLES-to-APPLES or ORANGES-to-ORANGES, etc., etc.  LTD(X within C) is a
Local “Main-Effect” of Treatment.

Due to absence and/or scarcity of sufficient EXACT X-space MATCHES in typical 
Observational data, practical ESTIMATES of local effect-sizes rely on 
APPROXIMATE (within Cluster) X-space MATCHES.
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The units along the horizontal axis above “Difference in Deaths per 100,000 person-
years (High Radon minus Low Radon.) All histogram “bin” widths are 1.25 deaths 
per 100,000 person-years.

The above Histogram displays the Local Treatment Difference (LTD) Distribution
for Radon level (High minus Low) effects on Lung Cancer Mortality rates (Deaths 
per 100,000 Person-Years) from 50 Ward clusters in the X-space defined by 
county-level Percentages of their population who [1] Currently Smoke, [2] are Over 
65 and [3] are Obese.

The LTD sample mean (exposure main-effect estimate) here is negative (8.47 
Deaths per 100,000 person-years) with corresponding standard deviation 5.151 
Deaths per 100,000 person-years.p p y

NOTE: Only 4 clusters containing a total of 142 US counties (less than 5% of the 
2,881 studied) have Positive LTD Estimates.
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More Robust LRC-like estimands and estimators could be provided by, say, LOCAL (within 
Cl t ) Th il S “M di f Sl ” th t h b f ll t d di d tCluster) Theil-Sen “Median of Slopes” measure that has been fully standardized so as to 
measure Correlation / Association.

The Local Rank Correlations (LRCs) from the within-cluster regressions of (y-outcome 
tied ranks) on (t-exposure tied ranks) are usually of interest here. Spearman’s Rho is the 
usual (Pearson) correlation between the “global” tied ranks of local y-Outcome and t-
Exposure observations.

Specifically, LRC(X within C) is the Standardized Beta coefficient for the Slope in the 
regression fit of y-Ranks on given t-Exposure-Ranks within cluster “C”. All ranks mentioned 
here are “global” = over the entire available dataset; no “re-rankings” are performed here 
within Clusters.

Due to absence and/or scarcity of sufficient EXACT X-space MATCHES in typical 
Ob ti l d t ti l ESTIMATES f l l ff t i i lObservational data, practical ESTIMATES of local effect-sizes again rely on 
APPROXIMATE  MATCHES in X-space.

A simulation study could be used to verify whether computation of truly “Local Ranks” 
(recomputed only within clusters of well-matched experimental units) could be better 
measures of association (worth the extra computation.) After all, Overall Ranks (y-
Outcomes and t-Exposures separately) need to be computed just once.  Simply replacing 
the global observed y and t numerical values by these global ranks speeds calculationsthe global observed y- and t- numerical values by these global ranks speeds calculations 
(but could reduce robustness.) Research on trade-offs implied by alternative ranking 
conventions and estimand choices is needed here!
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All histogram “bin” widths here correspond to [Max Correlation – Min Corelation] = 
0.025. The full horizontal range displayed is [-0.700, +0.125].

This Histogram displays the Local Rank Correlation (LRC) Distribution for Radon 
levels with Lung Cancer Mortality rates (Deaths per 100,000 Person-Years) from the 
same 50 Ward clusters in the X-space used in Slide #7.

One cluster of 27 US counties has both a positive LTD of 7.24 deaths and a positive 
LRC = +0.059, while a second cluster of 41 US counties has an LTD of -3.56 deaths 
per 100,000 Person-Years but a positive LRC of +0.031. No other cluster has a 
positive LRC effect-size measure.

Th s 2 cl sters containing a total of onl 68 co nties ( 2 4% of 2 881) ha eThus, 2 clusters containing a total of only 68 counties (~2.4% of 2,881) have 
Positive LRC estimates. In other words, according to data amassed by US 
governmental agencies, Higher Radon levels are associated with Lower Lung 
Cancer Mortality in more than 97.5% of the counties analyzed here.
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The X-characteristics found useful in “matching” US Counties (and thereby 
moderating / mediating Radon effects on Lung Cancer Mortality) are Smoking, Age 
and Obesity.

Even after this appropriate “adjustment” to make only relatively “fair” comparisons, 
High Radon still appears to Decrease Lung Cancer Mortality in almost 98% of 
US counties.

An appropriately “adjusted” Increase in Mortality was observed in just 2 clusters 
containing a total of only 68 US counties (2.4% of 2,881 counties.)
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X-confounder measures were used only to Aggregate US Counties; their 
numerical values were not used to compute LTDs or LRCs.

Using Random Permutations of Counties to form “pseudo-Clusters” is 
Resampling Without Replacement.

Randomly formed Clusters are equally likely to contain relatively poorly-matched 
counties rather than (only) relatively well-matched counties!counties …rather than (only) relatively well matched counties!

Note that the Null IGNORABILITY ASSUMPTION is compatible only with the LRC 
Distribution containing only (purely) RANDOM (unpredictable) Effect-Sizes.

The Observed LRC Distribution from deliberate Matching / Clustering of Counties in 
X-space is a potentially ideal selection of an alternative, “contradictory” 
distribution containing Effect-Sizes that ARE predictable from X.
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Here are results for the LC “Confirm” Step when treatment is a continuous 
exposure and the local effect-size estimates are LRCs.  The (green) CDF is for the 
NULL Random Permutation distribution (250 permutations of 2,881 cluster labels) 
and was calculated using R-code available from the author.

The RED empirical CDF displays the distribution of observed LRCs for 50 clusters 
of varying sizes that contain a total of 2,881 US Counties. This CDF clearly shows 
50 distinct “steps” (jumps) of varying sizes. 

The GREEN “random permutation” empirical CDF looks much smoother here 
because it represents R = 250 “full” Replications of 50 Random LRC from 2,881 
Counties. Thus the maximum GREEN step-size is only 171/720,250 = 0.00024.

The R ks.test() function reports a 2-sample (red vs green) Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic of D = 0.307 with an “unadjusted” 2-sided  p.value < 2.2e-16. Meanwhile, 
a corresponding largest KS statistic of D = 0.216 (with smallest p.value = 0.01914) 
resulted from comparing the CDFs of each of 250 random permutations from the 
overall NULL distribution (green CDF.) Thus any p.value that is fully “adjusted” for 
ties among LRC estimates and unequal cluster sizes is surely < 1 / 250  = 0.004.g q y

In other words, the (red) Local Rank Correlation Distribution represents to a 
meaningful “covariate adjustment” for X-factors in the sense that it is clearly 
different in important ways [as well as “significantly” different] from the (green) 
distribution of purely Random Across-Cluster Permutations of US Counties.  X-
matching clearly “Matters” here! 12



The Observed LRC distribution (left) from K=50 “Ward” clusters of 2,881 counties 
(from LC Aggregation) on 3 X-confounders is rather CLEARLY different from the 
corresponding NULL RAND LRC distribution (from LC Confirm) …from 250 
complete replications of purely random assignments of 2,881 counties to 50 
subgroups of the same sizes as those chosen via (meaningful) clustering.

Specifically, the Observed LRC distribution is [1] shifted slightly upwards, has [2] 
some shewness within its hinges, and [3] no outliers outside its whiskers …while its
corresponding random NULL distribution is [4] nearly symmetric within its whiskers 
and has [5] a wider range of upward (rather than downward) outliers.
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The current absence of “Expert System” software for (automatically) performing 
“Systematic Sensitivity Analyses” within LC Strategy is the primary reason why a 
“Team of Researchers with Diverse Perspectives” is needed to Reach Consensus 
Views.

Do any of the above sorts of changes in LC “parameter settings”…

[1] Shift the Observed LRC Distribution more Left (yield more negative LRCs)? Or 
more Right (yield more positive LRCs)?

[2] Change the Skewness of the LRC Distribution?

[3] Change the Kurtosis of the LRC Distribution?      …or…

[4] Make “unexpected” changes in the Spread (Variance) of the LRC Distribution? 
<<See next Three Slides.>>
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The LC Confirm Phase graphics of the previous slide display estimated LTD (rather 
than LRC) empirical CDF distributions (in blue) as well as their corresponding 
Purely-Random-Clustering counterparts (hundreds of complete replications, in red.)

Thus using (only) N = 50 clusters appears more reasonable here than N = 100, 200 
or 400.
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As number of clusters increases, clusters become smaller and the variance of local 
i i I i bi t d ff i ?comparisons increases. Is a variance-bias trade-off occurring? 

It's a mistake to use a large number of clusters unless there is clear evidence that 
additional bias is thereby removed.

In the four pairs of observed and permutation CDFs shown here, the total number of 
clusters requested are K = 50, 100, 200 and 400, respectively.  With this increase in 
number of clusters requested, the average cluster size is thereby reduced from 
roughly 58 to 30, to 16 and finally to about 8 counties per cluster.

These four CDF-pairs show that the "apparent" variance (spread) in LTD-like 
empirical distributions increases with K; these CDFs tend to become less and less 
steep in the vicinity of their median values as the number of informative clusterssteep in the vicinity of their median values as the number of informative clusters 
increases. To be informative about a LTD, a cluster must contain at least one 
treated experimental unit as well as at least one control experimental unit.

The Confirm phase of LC Strategy asks: Does X-space microaggregation truly 
matter? The CDF of the observed LTD distribution then has an adjusted location 
and/or shape that is visually distinct from the CDF of its random permutation 
counterpart If there are no obvious important differences between the BLUEcounterpart. If there are no obvious, important differences between the BLUE 
and RED distributions, no meaningful adjustment has occurred.
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As number of clusters increases, individual clusters become smaller and the 
variance of the local effect-size distribution increases. 
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Causal Inferences:

Does One of the two (Binary) Treatment choices being compared yield generally 
better Y-outcomes?

Does the general Level of a Continuous T-exposure change the expected Y-
outcome?outcome?

Do effect-sizes have Homogeneous (Unpredictable) distributions unrelated to 
available X-confounder measures?

Do effect-sizes have Heterogeneous (Predictable) distributions related toDo effect sizes have Heterogeneous (Predictable) distributions related to 
available X-confounder measures?

Key Question:

Are available X-confounders likely to be mere Surrogate Measures of unavailable 
data on TRUE Causes? 
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The essence of LC Strategy is to: SEPARATE Treatment / Exposure Effect 
ESTIMATION in the 3 “Nonparametric Pre-Processing” Phases from its 
PREDICTION in the 4th (Final) REVEAL phase.  Here, we first outline why this 
SEPARATION is Helpful.

LC strategy allows ESTIMATION to be Local and Unsupervised. For example, the 
Numerical Values of X-confounders are used only in the Initial Aggregate Phase 
to form subgroups of relatively well-matched experimental units. But the resulting 
local LTD or LRC estimates remain Nonparametric because they IGNORE the 
observed numerical values of X-confounders & make only minimal ANOVA-like 
assumptions. Unsupervised Learning techniques in X-space include diverse 
methods such as: clustering, density estimation, and reduction of dimensionality.
Thus LC clustering completely ignores all y-outcome and t-exposure information.

In stark contrast, PREDICTION remains Global and possibly Parametric … this 
form of traditional Supervised Learning may make STRONG assumptions, as in 
ANCOVA models. It’s well known that parametric prediction can be arbitrary, difficult 
and frustrating when trying to predict outcomes for Individual Experimental Units 
(US Counties, Patients, etc.)

KEY QUESTION: If PREDICTIVE modeling still has to be done in the Fourth 
(Reveal) Phase of LC Strategy, why go to all of the trouble of doing the Initial 
Three Phases of LC?
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The answer to the KEY Question of Slide #19 is that LC Nonparametric Pre-Processing
ll T t t / E ff t f th Ri ht H d id f “O St ” M d lmoves all Treatment / Exposure effects from the Right-Hand side of “One Step” Model 

Equations to the to the Left-Hand Side of Model Fitting and/or Prediction Equations!

In other words, LC is a DIVIDE & RECOMBINE Strategy that makes final LC Reveal 
analyses relatively easy …almost a “slam dunk.”

In traditional One-Step modeling, Parsimonious Specifications are Counter-Productivep g, p
because they tend to be “Too Simple” …i.e. Lack sufficient, adequate Detail. Their 
Goodness-of-Fit (R-square) tends to be LOW in predicting individual y-outcomes. When 
inclusion of Interaction Terms cannot be statistically justified, Treatment appears to have 
only a Main-Effect …resulting in a “One-Size-Fits-All” POLICY perspective.

Y-outcomes for all “N” individual experimental units are typically difficult to predict.  T-
effects for local subgroups of Y-outcomes are fewer in number (K << N), are typically richer 
i i f ti d t i ll h i t di t f X i ti bin information, and typically much easier to predict from X variation across subgroups.

In the LC Reveal Phase, Parsimony is highly desirable as long as Goodness-of-Fit
remains well above what can traditionally be achieved using One-Step Models.  LC 
Nonparametric Pre-Processing has made model-fitting Bull's-Eyes much BIGGER and 
FEWER!
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This “Partition (Regression) Tree” model was fit to observed LRCs for all 2,881 counties using binary 
splits on their county level X characteristics Since LRCs were computed using 50 clusters at mostsplits on their county-level X-characteristics. Since LRCs were computed using 50 clusters, at most 
50 distinct numerical values of LRC estimates occur in the input data.

A total of 6 potential X-confounder county characteristics where candidates for defining optimal splits. 
Only 3 of these 6 X-confounders were actually used: % residents over 65 was used 4 times, % obese 
residents was used twice, and % residents currently smoking was used once. Three other potential 
X-confounders were not used in the first 7 splits (8 final nodes): % residents who ever smoked, 
median household income, and Ln(Rn) = natural log of county average radon level.

The “PARTY” R-package for Recursive Partitioning [T. Hothorn, K. Hornik, C. Strobl & A. Zeileis, 
2010] is based upon a (nonparametric) permutation theory of unbiased, conditional inference. This 
approach is quite different from more traditional algorithms that focus on within node LRC mean 
values and which make splits that are most significant in an ANOVA-like sense. 

Note that Final Node #5 is quite large (1165 counties), and its LRC distribution is much like the LRC 
distribution for the full dataset of all 2,881 counties. On the other hand, Nodes #8 (least negative , , ( g
LRCs) and #14 (most negative LRCs) are extreme. 
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The initial AGGREGATE (RED) phases of LC strategy are most “Essential” 
because they form and display Local Effect-Size distributions.

The CONFIRM (GREEN) phases of LC strategy are most “Statistical” because 
they provide an Objective (testing, likelihood), Nonparametric Basis for 
distinguishing Heterogeneous (predictable) Local Effect-Size distributions from 
Homogeneous (purely random) distributions.

The EXPLORE (BLUE) phases of LC strategy are most “Pivotal” because they 
guide development of Consensus Views among Researchers with Diverse 
Stakeholder Perspectives.

The ltimate REVEAL (Golden) phase of LC strateg represents modern “DataThe ultimate REVEAL (Golden) phase of LC strategy represents modern “Data 
Science” restricted to prediction of Effect-Sizes shared by Meaningful Subgroups 
of Experimental Units …rather than predictions for Individual Experimental Units.
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Statistics certainly should be about whether the assumptions made are minimal 
and realistic.
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Unfortunately, these sorts of findings about Radon are not RECENT / NEW.  
Published literature about this REALITY date back about 30 years !!!

Four Bernie Cohen Publications:

Cohen BL. (1989) Expected indoor 222 Rn levels in counties with very high and 
very low lung cancer rates. Health Physics. 57(6):897-907.

Cohen BL (1995) Test of the linear no threshold theory of radiation carcinogenesisCohen BL. (1995) Test of the linear-no threshold theory of radiation carcinogenesis 
for inhaled radon decay products. Health Physics. 68:157-174.

Cohen BL. (1997) Lung cancer rate vs. mean radon level in U.S. counties of various 
characteristics. Health Physics. 72:114-119.

Cohen BL. (2008) The linear no-threshold theory of radiation carcinogenesis should 
be rejected. J. Amer. Physicians and Surgeons. 13(3):70-76.

Luckey, T.D. (2006) Radiation Hormesis: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly. Dose-
Response, 4(3): 169--190.  …Hormesis is a biological phenomenon whereby a 
beneficial effect (improved health, stress tolerance, growth or longevity) results from 
exposure to low doses of an agent that is otherwise toxic or lethal when given at 
higher doses.

Numerous Edward Callabrese Publications, Including:

Calabrese EJ. (2005) Paradigm lost, paradigm found: The re-emergence of 
hormesis as a fundamental dose response model in the toxicological sciences 
Environmental Pollution. 138: 378—411

Calabrese EJ (2012) Muller's Nobel Prize Lecture: When Ideology Prevailed Over
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The first reference above is to a (long) chapter in our SAS PRESS book; much of 
this material is “outdated” in the sense that my original terminology and emphasis 
has changed as I have analyzed more-and-more observational datasets using LC 
Strategy. Buy a copy of this book [1] to read Heejung Bang’s introductory chapter 
and/or [2] for example applications of SAS to Observational Comparative 
Effectiveness Research (OCER.)

The second reference above is to a paper that appeared in Heejung Bang’s “special 
issue” of JSTP.  I think it’s my best (most-easy-to-read) paper on Local Control 
Strategy.  A full “draft” of this paper can be downloaded as a PDF from my 
professional website: http://localcontrolstatistics.org

The third reference provides much more information about Fair (Binary) p ( y)
Comparisons than I have covered in the slides and notes here.

Stan Young and I have three more papers on LC Strategy and Applications that are 
still “under-review” for publication.  
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Phase 3: E Explore is very important because it provides the Systematic 
Sensitivity Analyses that enable LC Strategy to develop True Consensus Views 
across diverse Stakeholder Groups. Unfortunately, computerized implementation of 
Explore tactics requires “Expert System” software that does not currently exist!  
Such software would automatically produce, say, video clips that literally “show” how 
the location, spread and/or shape of local effect-size distributions change as LC 
“parameter settings” are varied.

Again, the 3 primary types of LC settings are: [a] Number of clusters, [b] Number 
and selection of X-confounders and [c] Choice of dissimilarity X-metric and 
aggregation algorithm.
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Area of each Circle is proportional to its Cluster Size in # of US Counties.  The 
coloring of each Circle indicates the average Ln[Rn] level within that cluster on a 
Blue-Gray-Red scale.

Overall, the across-cluster agreement between LTD and LRC estimates is rather 
GOOD; Correlation = +0.845 and R-squared = 0.715.

Again, one cluster of 27 US counties (< 1% of 2,881 all counties) has both a positive 
LTD and a positive LRC, while only one other cluster (of 41 counties) has a positive 
LRC.
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Within-Cluster Regression Fit: Rank(Lung Cancer Mortality) = 2069.24 – 0.5085 * 
Rank(Ln[Rn]); Standardized Slope = LRC = -0.598.

Within-Cluster LTD = 67.52  83.34 =  15.82 Deaths per 100,000 Person-Years
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Within-Cluster Regression Fit: MortRank = 2124.0 + 0.0358 * RadonRank; 
Standardized Slope = LRC = +0.059

Within-Cluster LTD = 88.210 – 80.967 =  +7.24 Deaths per 100,000 Person-Years
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This “Partition (Regression) Tree” model was re-fit to observed LTDs for all 2,881 
counties with the exact same X-split points used by the “PARTY” tree R-package.  
Here, we used JMP 13 software, so the above tree graphic is formatted somewhat 
differently; note the different pattern of final node #numbers at the bottom of this 
slide.

LogWorth = negative of the base 10 logarithm of the p-Value. Thus, LogWorth = 
3.8506 for the split creating final nodes #11 and #12 corresponds to p = 0.00014.

“Unbalanced” (rather than “Full”) trees based upon only 7 splits (8 “Final” nodes) 
can have R-squared statistics over 60%.
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The equality :  Exp(Diff) = Diff(Exp) ALWAYS holds …no matter how arbitrary 
and contrived the joint distributions of y, t, X and Z-variables might be.

In theory, ATEs provide fair comparisons in RCT settings where patients are 
randomized to treatment in the same, fixed ratio for all different pre-treatment X-
combinations. 

See the slide on the Propensity “Factoring” Theorem.

This Average Treatment Effect (ATE) comparison can be BIASED and/or 
INAPPROPRIATE …comparing a mostly-APPLES population for t=1 with a mostly-
ORANGES population for t=0.

In actual clinical trial practice, however. the “observed” randomization  could actually 
turn out to be quite “poor” (unlucky. unlikely.) 
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In setting of traditional randomized experiments (e.g. RCTs), p has the same 
TRUE numerical value for all experimental units.  But actual randomizations can be 
“poor.”

“Factoring” implies (conditional) Statistical Independence …but this is really a 
purely “theoretical” result because both p and its variation with x are typically 
UNKNOWN.

The true Propensity Score value, p = Pr( t =1 | x ), usually varies from block to 
block, so this value is usually NEITHER one-half NOR any other fixed constant.

In traditional Design-of-Experiments terminology, “blocking” and “balancing” are two 
er different concepts ith “blocking” rather clearl being the m ch morevery different concepts, with “blocking” rather clearly being the much more 

fundamental and important concept (either overall Number 1 or else Number 2 
behind “randomization.”)

Achieving better “balance” typically means trying to make the X’X matrix more 
nearly block-diagonal, so that test statistics will be closer to being uncorrelated 

i l d t l “ l ” h th i t t…i.e. lead to nearly “clean” hypothesis tests.   
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Three Alternative Conditionings: 

[1] on p = Pr( t =1 | x ) for “Propensity Scoring”  …which is the “most coarse” (least 
interesting) factoring score …via methods that make the strongest and possibly 
least realistic assumptions, 

[2] on x itself is “most fine” but rarely possible in actual practice[2] on x itself is most fine  …but rarely possible in actual practice,

[3] on Cluster (subgroup) Membership yields LC concepts …at least in the limit 
as clusters become numerous and small.
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For all practical purposes, the above Integral is little more than a Weighted Sum of 
LTD Estimates over all Clusters (BLOCKS, Subgroups of Experimental Units.)

The best-known example of a FATE estimator is the “Affect of Treatment on the 
Treated” in which Φ(x) represents the empirical cumulative distribution function for 
x-characteristics within (only) the “treated” cohort of experimental units.
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This slide displays LCR vs LogWorth for 50 “Fast-Ward” Clusters of US Counties.

Area of Bubble indicates the Number of US Counties within that Cluster.

Bubble Color indicates across-county Average Radon Exposure within the Cluster: 
Blue -> Low Radon Level, Grey -> Intermediate Radon Level and Red -> High 
Radon LevelRadon Level.

Horizontal coordinate is the estimated Local Correlation = LCR …between Log of 
Radon Exposure and Lung Cancer Mortality within a Cluster. Vertical coordinate is 
LogWorth = Log10( LCR p-Value ) ...for example, LogWorth > 1.301 (horizontal 
line) implies LCR is Significant in the p-Value < 0.05 sense.

Unrealistic STRONG assumption here would be that counties within a cluster are 
i.i.d.

All results come from Local Control Aggregation of government collected statistics 
on 2,881 US Counties using clustering on three primary X-confounders (effecton 2,881 US Counties using clustering on three primary X confounders (effect 
modifiers.)
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In this example, the LNT assumption can be “way off” in either direction.

Newtonian Physics: When an object is dropped (at sea level) from a height of 
0.1866 inches, a velocity of 1 foot per second is reached at impact.

A .45 caliber lead bullet (300 grains = 0.686 of an ounce) dropped on a person’s 
chest from less than one quarter inch above the chest does essentially no damagechest from less than one quarter inch above the chest does essentially no damage.  

A .45 caliber bullet dropped on a soap bubble from less than one quarter inch above 
the bubble probably does essentially the same damage to the bubble as one fired 
from a pistol (i.e., one traveling at 900 feet per second.)  
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Castillo et al. study was a Cross-Over Experiment.  Prepared containers of 
bacteria were moved back and forth between two environments that were identical 
except for radiation levels of [a] normal background levels (above ground) or [b] 
very low levels [highly shielded, 1/400th of normal, and 2,000+ feet below ground.] In 
consecutive cross-over periods, samples consistently grew and flourished under 
normal radiation levels but went dormant (stress response) whenever radiation was 
greatly reduced.
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Radon Interaction with Smoking...

1 pCi/L is equivalent to 37 Bq/m3 …thus 86 Bq/m3 is equivalent to 2.32 pCi/L  = >
“Low Radon” (t=0) in our LTD analyses here.

Darby S, Hill D, Auvinen A, Barros-Dios JM, et al. Radon in homes and risk of lung 
cancer: collaborative analysis of individual data from 13 European case controlcancer: collaborative analysis of individual data from 13 European case-control 
studies. BMJ 2005; 330: 223-228.
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